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resh of the press! The holiday season’s upon us in this month’s issue! Herald writers discuss holiday traditions and

possible winter break plans within our Renegade community while shining a light on the tragic events at Astroworld,

and so much more! So please, grab some hot cocoa and enjoy! We’ll see you in 2022, Renegades, and Happy

Holidays!

Winter Break Plans!

Writer: Dianna

Choummanyvong

Editor: Lukas Hu

The temperature is

dropping, school work is

slowing down, and people

seem to be more excited

about the end of the year.

With the change of seasons

(and atmospheres) comes

the long-awaited hiatus at

the end of the first

semester--Winter Break! I

interviewed juniors David

Gonzalez, Alena Laponi,

Ariana Perez, Riana Reyes,

and Jade Leanne Supnet to

learn about their upcoming

Winter Break plans,

including the holidays they

celebrate and any uniquely

winter-related plans they

had. Ariana and Riana plan

to travel out of state to spend

time with family for the

holidays, hopefully filled

with enjoyable memories. At

the same time, Alena and

David intend to stay in Vegas

to visit Mt. Charleston and

witness snow in all its

glory--wishing I could do the

same. While Jade plans to

celebrate Christmas

wholeheartedly with her

family and experience what

Various Winter Holidays

Writer: Esther Brownstein

Editor: Jade Leanne Supnet

Ah, winter. The season of bundling up in coats,

scarves and gloves (for the sake of this article let’s

pretend there wasn’t a high of 75 degrees last Monday);

watching the snowfall whilst sipping a cup of hot

chocolate; and of course, the Holiday Season™. Yes, I

said the holiday season, not the Christmas season! And

that’s because Christmas, believe it or not, is not the

only holiday this winter. Did you know there are at least

15 multinational holidays in the month of December,

aside from Christmas? Two of which are Kwanzaa and

Hanukkah.

The history of Kwanzaa is one of revolutionary

struggle and Pan-African solidarity. Following a bout of

civil unrest regarded as the Watt’s rebellion, which was

in response to an instance of police brutality inflicted

on a Black man in 1965 Los Angeles, Pan-Africanist and

Black Congress member Maulana Ndabezitha Karenga

felt that a holiday like Kwanzaa was necessary.

Originating from the Swahili phrase “first fruits,”

Kwanzaa is a holiday that celebrates African American

and African diaspora culture and eventual liberation.

Inspired by Malcolm X’s ideas of Black nationalism,

Karenga hoped that Kwanzaa would provide an avenue

for all people of the African diaspora to reunite. Ideally,

this would spark what is known as a “Cultural

Revolution,” meaning, a kind of mental revolution that

gives a people a purpose and direction. The word

Kwanzaa has seven letters. This is in reference to the

seven principles and the seven symbols of the holiday,

some of which include unity, cooperative economics,

and faith; and harvested produce, gifts, and the seven

candles. The seven candles have become an identifier of

Kwanzaa. The candles’ colors, red, black, and green,

respectively represent struggle, humanity, and the

The Tragedy at

Astroworld

Writer: Chloe Grant

Editor: Jocelyn Davis

November fifth of

this year marked one of

the most tragic crowd

crushes of all time. With

twenty-five people

attending the event

hospitalized, ten dead, and

over three hundred treated

at the festival’s field

hospital, the tragedy at

Astroworld in Houston,

Texas has gone down as

one of the worst cases of

crowd crush to hit the

twenty-first century. Many

survivors, witnesses, and

families of the deceased

that attended this concert

have criticized the lack of

responsibility held for the

unsafe environment, but

just how bad was the

incident?

In an interview with

ABC13 Houston, survivors

Brea Breaux and Timothy

Le explained the horrors

they witnessed and

experienced in the densely

packed Astroworld concert

hall. Le recalled, “When

going under the crowd, I

couldn’t explain the

feeling,” Said Le, who was

stuck in the sea of people.

“It was like quicksand.”



“holiday celebrations in the

cold winter should feel

[like].” Despite their

differing plans, they all share

the commonality of looking

forward to more free time

with friends and family,

doing personal activities, and

celebrating the holidays in a

way that is uniquely special

to them. Learning about

their holiday plans and

spending quality time with

the people they care about

makes it difficult to be

patient. But since it is

around the corner, there is

no need to fret. And

hopefully, you can spend this

break doing things you can

finally enjoy after a rigorous

semester. Take care, and

enjoy your winter vacation!

December Festivities

Writer: Taylor Ward

Editor: Baylie Bybee

Greetings, Renegades!

With winter break coming up

and studies temporarily

coming to a halt, I know

many of us are looking to do

fun activities with our

friends outside of the typical

events we partake in. I'd like

to introduce you to an

exciting event happening

this winter in an attempt to

spark new ideas for the

holidays that are

minor-friendly and tons of

fun!

Top of the list would

have to be Enchant

Christmas, located at the Las

Vegas Ballpark. There are

future. These are the same colors as the Pan-African

flag.

For the Jewish people, Hanukkah similarly

represents the national struggle of a unified people.

Back in 168 BCE, a brutal Greek king ruled over the

Jewish people in Jerusalem. Despite being grossly

outnumbered, the Jews decided to form a small army in

hopes of starting an effective rebellion against their

tyrannical rulers. In response to this protest, the Greek

king sent his soldiers to vandalize and desecrate the

Jews’ holy temple. Against all odds, the Jewish army

conquered the merciless Greek army. But they still

needed to rectify the damaged temple! The process of

rededication necessitated igniting a flame from oil

sealed by the holy priest. The Greek soldiers managed

to consecrate all the oil but one small jug; this is where

the Miracle of the Oil comes in. The small jug of oil kept

the flame ignited for eight whole days while a

messenger was sent to retrieve new oil. To honor this

great miracle, Jews around the world light an

eight-pronged candelabra, called a Menorah, and eat

foods cooked in oil.

Regardless of everyone's personal traditions, the

Herald wishes all Renegades a happy winter season full

of joy! Hang in there—winter break is just around the

corner :)

New Year's Resolutions

Writers: Thalia Hart

Editor: Dianna Choummanyvong

As 2021 is coming to a close, it’s time to reflect on

the year we had. We can all agree that this year (just

like every year) had its fair share of trials and

tribulations. Whether you planned for this year to be

one for the books or had no expectations at all, the new

year promises a fresh start. New Year’s resolutions can

be dated back 4,000 years ago when ancient

Babylonians pledged to the gods to pay back their debts

and return borrowed objects. There were rumors that

the gods would favor the Babylonians in the upcoming

year if they kept their promises (Pruitt)². New Year’s

resolutions have evolved into mainly a secular practice,

regardless of its religious roots. Instead of showing

gratitude towards the gods, now we set goals for the

year ahead.

While there is nothing wrong with wanting to

better yourself throughout the year, there has been an

Breaux explained, “I had

men that were on the left

side of me screaming for

their lives. I knew that I

had to stop shouting for

security, because security

was not helping us. I knew

that I was wasting energy.”

Both survivors state that

they do not blame Travis

Scott, the rapper in which

the concert was for, for not

stopping the concert.

Regardless, Travis Scott is

currently under fire on

social media for what a lot

of people feel was a lack of

responsibility

Regardless of how the

event ended, we wish to

send our support to

survivors of the tragedy,

and anyone who may be

affected.

2021 Mid-Season NFL

Analysis

Writer: Lukas Hu

Editor: Jocelyn Davis

After a crazy 2020 season,

the NFL has once again

returned, much to the

delight of fans. As the

playoffs get closer, teams

are striving to have a shot

to win the Lombardi

trophy at the Super Bowl

in February, which will

take place in Los Angeles’

shiny new SoFi Stadium.

Contenders that have

emerged include the

Arizona Cardinals,

Baltimore Ravens, Green

Bay Packers, New England

Patriots, and the defending

champions, the Tampa Bay

Buccaneers.



tons of activities for

everyone. You and your

loved ones can spend the

night skating at an ice rink

or perusing vendors to

support local small

businesses. For the non-ice

skaters like myself, you can

find your way out of a light

maze or meet Santa if that's

your cup of tea. Another plus

is that tickets are quite

affordable! For all my fellow

Renegades that are under 18,

tickets start at $19, and for

those who have hit 18

already, tickets start at $20.

The cost is really worth it

since you are also paying for

a beautiful and enchanting

experience with your loved

ones. The website will be

linked at the end of the

article for those interested,

but be aware that this

attraction does end on

January 2nd.

Happy Holidays,

Renegades, and congrats on

getting through the fall

semester!

https://enchantchristmas.com/las

-vegas-nv/

Follow us on Instagram!

@nevada_state_herald

unhealthy precedent set around resolutions. It’s unclear

when the shift from showing gratitude to higher powers

turned into setting personal goals, but it has

undoubtedly affected how we view a year. According to

the Statistic Brain Research Institute¹, about 45% of

Americans say they usually make New Year’s

resolutions, while only 8% successfully achieve those

goals. Many of these individuals fail within the first

month. Since New Year's resolutions cater to personal

wants, it’s easier to throw in the towel.

For most of us, New Year’s resolutions are more

of an obligation instead of an honest attempt to create

change. Many go in expecting to fail because it’s

common knowledge that resolutions never pan out.

Once there’s a struggle, people find

comfort in falling into failure and discontinuing their

resolution efforts. In all honesty, setting arbitrary time

limits on personal improvement makes it challenging to

maintain. If someone wants to evolve, any day works,

and it should start with slight changes.

December is the month where the world reflects

on the year lived. As you indulge in self-reflection, a

word of advice is to not beat yourself up over lost

endeavors. A year is a long time. How we feel, think,

and do can and will transform throughout the year.

What we thought was important in January could be

insignificant when December rolls around. It is okay if

your goals change. It is okay if you don't accomplish

what you hoped for this year. I think we tend to forget

that between the demands of everyday life and

understanding our purposes, we are humans. You do

not have to wait until the clock strikes midnight on

January 1st to change your life. Change can and should

happen at any moment. There should not be this “all or

nothing” mentality regarding self-improvement. When

the clock strikes 11:59 on December 31st, 2021,

remember that the year ahead is not meant to

determine your self-worth or instigate a self-beatdown;

it’s simply just a change in years.

Statistic Brain Research Institute. “New Years Resolution Statistics.” Statistic Brain, 15

Dec. 2018, https://www.statisticbrain.com/new-years-resolution-statistics/.

Pruitt, Sarah. “The History of New Year's Resolutions.” History.com, A&E Television

Networks, 30 Dec. 2015, https://www.history.com/news/the-history-of-new-years-

resolutions.

The season has been

nothing short of exciting

so far, with star players

such as Kyler Murray,

Jonathan Taylor, Cooper

Kupp, Lamar Jackson, and

44 year old MVP

frontrunner Tom Brady

putting a show on the turf.

Unlike last year, fans have

been able to watch their

favorite players live as

stadiums have opened to

full capacity again.

While some fans

have been filled with joy

watching their teams play

again, others are looking

for better success next

year. The Houston Texans,

New York Jets, and the

Detroit Lions have been all

but eliminated from the

playoff race as they have

had less than a handful of

wins.

The 2021 NFL

season has also been

riddled with controversy.

The league’s COVID-19

protocols for unvaccinated

players and a stricter

enforcement of the

taunting rule have been

the subject to much debate

among fans and players.

As the season progresses,

teams will continue to

fight for a shot at glory

with fourteen playoff spots

still on the line.

https://enchantchristmas.com/las-vegas-nv/
https://enchantchristmas.com/las-vegas-nv/
https://www.statisticbrain.com/new-years-resolution-statistics/
https://www.history.com/news/the-history-of-new-years-resolutions
https://www.history.com/news/the-history-of-new-years-resolutions


About the Writer

Writer: Chloe Grant

Editor: Baylie Bybee

Nice to meet you all,

Renegades! My name is

Chloe Grant. I go to the

Meadowood campus and this

year, I’m working on the

Nevada State Herald as a

writer. I’m hoping that

something about my writing

will strike with you enough to

go ‘oh yeah, that kid’ so that I

can come back next year for

the free social points. Jokes

aside, I really do have a

passion for writing. I don’t

think there’s a day that goes by where I don’t write about

something. It is my rock, my coping mechanism, and I’m

truly thankful to be able to combine contributing to this

school with one of my greatest passions.

Although I love writing, I don’t think I’d ever want it

to be my job. Instead, I’d love to work with technology. I

have a specific affection for robots, computers, and all things

similar. My dream job would definitely be something to do

with Robotics. I just admire everything about robots. Their

existence is an absolute marvel. The idea of a collage of

different machines all coming together to work as one really

makes me happy. Not to mention, I think they’re kind of

cute! Almost puppy-like in a way.

I’m really into all things nerdy. Video games and

anime are one of the many few things I have an obsession

over on any given day. Pokémon has been my go-to

obsession for thirteen years straight. Now that Brilliant

Diamond is out, I’ve been playing it non-stop… and I’m

looking forward to Legends Arceus!

I really hope that whoever reads this knows exactly

how much their attention is appreciated. The rest of the

Herald staff and I wouldn’t be here without our readers.

From the bottom of my heart personally, thank you. Take

care of yourselves, Renegades.

About the Head Editor

Writer: Baylie Bybee

Editor: Dianna Choummanyvong

Hello, lovely Renegades! My name is Baylie Bybee,

and I am the head editor for the Herald! And no, my last

name is not Bybee because the bees are dying–much to the

disappointment of one insightful Michaels’ craft store

cashier, but that would be pretty woke. Save the bees,

everyone.

Now that I’ve staved off this introduction for long

enough, it’s time for me to face the mortifying ordeal of

being known. When I’m not procrastinating my

responsibilities and frantically doing them last minute, I like

to spend my time doing various things. (Definitely not just

listening to music and switching between the same four

social media apps on my phone, feeling like a tiger pacing its

cage). I’ve been playing the piano for years and practice

daily. My favorite piece that I’ve played so far has been

Rêverie by Claude Debussy. Recently, I’ve started learning

the organ as well. I’ve played tennis for several years, and it’s

the one sport I haven’t given up hope on despite my

borderline concerning lack of coordination. I love it. (Haha,

get it?) Other things to be warned about me are that I make

an extraordinary amount of terrible hair dyeing decisions; I

hate banana and orange-flavored candy; I love to spend time

outdoors, but still have an unreasonable fear of sharks in

swimming pools;

and I love to read

books, despite not

having touched one

in months. The

Secret History by

Donna Tartt

remains my

favorite. As for my

future, I’m still

figuring that out.

I’m currently considering speech pathology, so we’ll see how

that turns out!

I hope you all continue to enjoy the Herald! Many

people work hard on it, so it’s gratifying to have an audience.

Layout Editors: Jay Lundberg and Jade Supnet


